An interactive Fortran IV program is described which allows the orientation matrix of a crystal to be determined and refined without ambiguity, from a transmission or reflection Laue photograph. The indexing method is that of Riquet & Bonnet [J. Appl. Cryst. (1979), 12, 39-41] applied to a small number of data (less than ten) and adapted for interactive use. The verification of calculated solutions or even the trial-and-error search for the right solution is made by means of the visual comparison between the experimental diagram and simulated patterns displayed on a graphic screen. In addition, the rotation angles for setting the crystal to any new orientation may be computed.
I. Introduction
Orientating, from Laue photographs, a crystal of whatever symmetry along even a non-trivial axis can now be much simplified with the help of a computer. In fact, given the cell dimensions of the sample, the knowledge of the coordinates -both in the crystal and in the experimental frames of reference -of two or more reciprocal points is enough to find the orientation matrix of the crystal (International Tables for X-ray Crystallography, 1974) . Thus the problem is to index a given number of reflections of the pattern and then to check that the solution obtained is correct.
Three indexing methods have already been published:
(1) Krahl-Urban, Butz & Preuss (1973) and Cornelius (1981) compare the Laue photograph to a list of simulated diagrams, presumably often a tedious process.
(2) Huang, Christensen & Block (1971) , Lisboa & Edwards (1973) and Ploc (1978) compare the angles of reciprocal vectors to the angles of n diffraction vectors taken two at a time. The computing time is generally prohibitive if n is large and thus Riquet & Bonnet (1979) have proposed a more efficient procedure, in which the two first indexed reflections provide a first orientation UB matrix from which an attempt is made to index the remaining n-2 data.
(3) Hart & Rietman (1982) compare the zone-axis angles taken from the film, to the real lattice angles. Their method has one advantage: the indices of the zone axes are generally simple; and two drawbacks: firstly, the determination of each zone axis is made through linear fits of the corresponding gnomonic projection, thus requiring the survey of a large number of observed reflections; secondly, the lines corresponding to tautozonal planes are not always apparent, especially in back scattering.
For a given Laue pattern there is only one true indexing solution (in fact a set of equivalent solutions with regard to the crystal symmetry); however, with the two last methods based on angular comparisons, the indexing procedure may provide several non-equivalent solutions -possibly all false -because of experimental uncertainties and of the limited number (n) of data. To reduce the risks of wrong indexing the authors generally suggest that n is taken greater than ten but, nevertheless, it is indispensable to check the validity of the solutions obtained.
Therefore, we have designed a program which is easy to use and leads rapidly to an unambiguous solution and does not require the tedious input of a large number (n) of data. The indexing procedure is basically that of Riquet & Bonnet (1979) made less rigorous to reduce the computation time, n being then generally in the range three to ten. The verification of calculated solutions or the trial-and-error search for the right solution is made by means of the visual comparison between the experimental Laue photograph and simulated patterns displayed on the same scale. Thus, by simple superimposition of the observed and calculated patterns, all the observed Bragg spots may be checked visually, this being the best criterion of success.
Description of the program LA UE
The main characteristics of our program LAUE are as follows. It is an interactive Fortran IV program needing a graphics screen, and optionally using a plotter. It caters for the seven crystal systems and measurements in both transmission and reflection. The parameters of the indexing procedure may be modified at will during successive trials. In order to ensure that only one equivalent solution is retained, the 11 Laue symmetry groups are considered. The remaining solutions, which are usually very few, are stored in memory and the corresponding simulated Laue patterns (taking into account the Bravais-lattice extinctions) are successively displayed• At this stage, any of the observed Bragg spots may be indexed on request• If the UB matrix (or even only the crystal axis parallel to the beam axis) is roughly known, simulated patterns for successive small rotations may be used to fit exactly the observed pattern without using the indexing algorithm. Lastly, the Eulerian angles necessary to set any sample axis parallel or perpendicular to the beam axis may be calculated by the program, and then the expected pattern for the new orientation is displayed.
Indexing procedure
The data are the observed (x,y) coordinates of n Bragg spots on the Laue photograph. Following Riquet & Bonnet (1979) the indexing procedure must be started with two reflections which are at the intersection of zonal planes and thus have small Miller indices. The angle between the corresponding scattering vectors is compared, within a given angular tolerance (e), to the angles between all possible pairs of reciprocal vectors up to a given limit (m) for the Miller indices. However, the number (Nv) of angles to be processed is large [~(2m)6/2] and, from our experience, it is best to replace the overall limit m by limits (hm, k,,, l,,) which take account of the differences between the cell dimensions•
Rejecting equivalent solutions
This is done during the first step of the indexing procedure. Each time a given pair of reciprocal vectors satisfies the angular test, the operations of the Laue symmetry of the crystal are applied, thus generating a set of equivalent pairs of vectors. These pairs are then compared to the pairs of vectors already selected and are rejected if they are identical.
Orientation U B matrix of the crystal
For each solution to the indexing problem, a least-squares fit of the UB matrix is performed for the n data.
Simulating patterns
For each solution, the program generates, within given limits for the Miller indices, all possible reciprocal points and checks the following conditions. The reflection must not be systematically extinct, the corresponding diffracted beam must reach the film and the modulus (Rhkl) of the scattering vector must be in the range ,~lRhkl < 2 sin 0 < ,~2Rhkl, where 0 is the Bragg angle, and 21,22 are the minimum and maximum wavelength of the incident beam. Typical figures for X-ray measurements are 2~ =0"3 and /]'2----2"5 A, values which allow for both the usual excitation voltage and for absorption (Guinier, 1956) • For neutron experiments, 2~ and 22 must be defined according to the beam characteristics. All the observable reflections are then displayed on the screen and may be indexed one by one with the help of the crossedcursor facility.
Results and discussion
The program LA UE was developed on a Prime 550 model 1 computer at the CENG, Grenoble, and has also been implemented on the DEC-10 computer at the ILL. It uses the Tektronix library for the display and Benson software for the plotter. Fig. 1 shows an X-ray Laue photograph in transmission for a (q)3AsCH3).(TCNQ)2 crystal.* The simulated Laue pattern displayed in Fig. 2 was obtained at the first attempt from the indexing of nine observed spots. Then, the initial orientation of the sample being accurately known, the program was asked to calculate the Eulerian angles which set the crystal with a given molecular axis parallel to the beam axis. A Laue photograph taken in the new sample orientation was in excellent agreement with the predicted pattern.
This procedure was used to prepare * Methyltriphenylarsenium-(tetracyano-7,7,8,8-p-quinodimethane)2.
• The figures given here were obtained by processing data from the Laue photograph shown in Fig. 1 , with several sets of indexing parameters, e angular tolerance; hm, kin, lm limits on the Miller indices for the angular test; n total number of data; N~ number of reciprocal vectors to be processed; N~o~ number of indexing solutions found; T computing time in seconds. (¢p3AsCH3).(TCNQ)2 samples for rotation around a principal axis of the tensor of triplet dipolar interaction in the resonant cavity of an EPR spectrometer (Avalos, 1983) . The method has also been successfully applied to a number of other mineral and molecular crystals. As shown in Table 1 , the computing time for indexing and the number (N~o0 of proposed solutions increase rapidly with N~, more slowly with ~ and are relatively independent of n, while the computing time for simulating patterns is o°,., always negligible. Large values of N~ and n are needed only in difficult cases and therefore it is advisable to respect the following rules while preparing data.
(1) To obtain workable Laue patterns: films of large enough dimensions (e.g. 13 x 18 cm); sample-to-film distance (d) small in reflection (e.g. 2 cm) and large in transmission (e.g. 4 to 5 cm); narrow collimator.
(2) Data survey: the (x,y) coordinates of the selected diffraction spots and the distance (d) must be accurately measured because geometrical errors may, in certain cases, severely influence the UB matrix calculated from the first pair of reflections indexed, thus leading to failure.
(3) Cell dimensions: The accuracy needed is largely dependent on the crystal system considered. In fact the shape of the cell is more important than its dimension. Thus rough parameters are enough for cubic crystals while accurate parameters are needed for triclinic crystals. However, in this latter case, errors of about 0.2% in the length and 0.3 ° in the angles may be tolerated.
(4) Starting reflections: sensible choice of the two first reflections for the indexing procedure is important. In fact, they should correspond to simple reciprocal axes (Riquet & Bonnet, 1979) . The corresponding Bragg spots are easily recognizable because they are located at the intersection of lines corresponding to taut,zonal planes and, furthermore, they are often well separated from the neighbouring spots.
The indexing procedure used in the interactive program LA UE starts with only two reflections, however it is obvious that an initial indexing starting with three reflections would be much safer. This latter procedure is not so suitable for an interactive program because computing times are multiplied by four, but it has been used for a non-interactive version of LAUE which generates all possible indexing solutions and outputs the corresponding patterns crudely drawn on the line printer (Fig. 3) .
